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Urban culture is the construction of urban brand image important foundation, the
special features of city culture is the personality of the city, it is different from other
cities important business card.Comprehensive in Pingtan area for the economic
development and at the same time, more should pay attention to develop the urban
culture city brand image to shape the importance of the construction of role.This
thesis of the city by the understanding of the brand and the comprehensive
experimental plot of Pingtan SWOT analysis and local traditional culture, to the local
resources advantage of digging and city brand visual image, the existing problems of
the urban setting of the brand image promotion strategy and cultural integration
strategy.Through to the specific cases make and analysis, absorb the other cities in the
city brand image establish experience essence, strengthen urban image position clear,
make their own brand of the city cultural image to improve the comprehensive
competitiveness of Pingtan city area.
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